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CHAPTER1-Archiving Structure Management
All archiving operations take place in the Restore & Archive Manager. See the Tina Restore
Documentation for details.

These topics will guide you in creating the archives and archive folders into which files and
directories are copied:
• Basic Concepts
• Managing Archive Folders
• Managing Archives
• Archiving Objects Search

Basic Concepts
Archived directories and files are placed in one of several Archives contained in an Archive
Folders.

This organization enables you to quickly access archived data and to share responsibilities as
described in this table:

User Profile Description

Administrator The administrator is granted the Archive Administrator Tina permission.

User The user organizes his archive folder in the form of a tree, creating his own
subfolders named archives.

Archive Folder Organization
This diagram illustrates the archive folder organization:

Archive Folders
This table describes the archive folder principles and security issues:
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Archive
Folder Description

Principles Archive folders contain archives in which directories and files are copied. Any
user authorized by the administrator can create an archive folder. Then he can
modify or delete them.

Archiving consists of choosing a folder (or creating one if necessary), then
copying directories and files from the hard disk into the archives of this folder.

Data is archived on storage media. Tina supports rewritable (WMRM) as well as
non-rewritable (WORM) storage medias. An archive folder can be associated
with one or several storage medias, depending on its size.

Security
Issues

Tina folders are read protected (viewing files, restoring files from the folder) and
write protected (modifying folder settings, adding directories and files to the
folder). The Archive Administrator can view all the archive folders.

The concepts of owner, group and other users are defined. For each type of
user, the owner allows or forbids read and write access to the folder. This
ensures information confidentiality.

The Tina administrator may decide not to allow a user to create, edit, or delete
an archive folder. In this case, the Folders   New, Folders   Properties or
Folders   Delete menus are grayed out or absent from the Archiving menu.

Archives
This table describes the archive principles and security issues:

Archive Description

Principles An archive contains:

• archived directories or files, or
• other archives
Any user authorized by the administrator can create an archive. These archives
can be modified or deleted later if necessary.

Tina always displays a dialog box prompting you to choose an archive in which
the data will be stored.

Note: You can no longer create archives in an archive folder if you have
archived data at its root.
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Archive Description

Security
Issues

Tina archives are protected in the same way as archive folders. This double-
level protection (archive folders and archives) enables you to modify archive
access rights and thus to refine access controls within an archive folder.

Note: You may only access an archive if you are given the read access
right to the archive and to its archive folder. This ensures information
confidentiality.

The Archive Administrator is allowed to archive data in a new archive of any
archive folder, but he cannot work in an existing archive (browse archive,
archive data, delete or rename archived objects) if he does not have the
appropriate access rights.

The administrator may decide not to allow a user to create, edit, or delete an
archive in a folder. In this case, the Archives   New, Archives   Properties or
Archives   Delete menus are grayed out or absent from the Archiving menu.

Managing Archive Folders
You can perform these operations on archive folders:
• Creating Archive Folders
• Viewing Archive Folders
• Editing Archive Folders
• Deleting Archive Folders
• Exporting the List of Archive Folders
• Managing Archive Folders in Command Line

Creating Archive Folders
You must create the archive folder before starting the archiving operation.

You can define all the archive folder information, including its name, at creation and modify it later
at edition.

These are the ways to create an archive folder:
• To create an archive folder from the Web Administration.
• To create an archive folder from Restore & Archive Manager.

To create an archive folder from the Web Administration

1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Expand the Data Management node, and click Archive Folders.

The Archive Folders pane opens.
3. Click New Archive Folder.

The Archive Folder Creation Wizard opens.
4. Configure the appropriate creation parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can find in the Archive Folder Creation Wizard:
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Parameter Description

General Information.

Type Select Standard from the Type list.

• The DB2, Oracle/Recovery MANager, SAP/Backint,
Sybase, and Exchange types are for application backup.
See the corresponding application guides for details.

• The DFM type is for the Tina Disk File Management
product.

Name Enter the name for the archive folder.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment to describe the archive folder you are
creating.

Data Type.

Host Select the host to archive.

Note: You can associate archive folders either with a host or with
an application of Filesystem or NetDisk type.

Keywords.

If keywords are meaningful, searching for a specific archive folder becomes a
much easier process.

Keywords are
mandatory

Specifies that the archives contained in this folder must be associated
with at least one keyword.

By default, this check box is only selected for Standard archive
folders. Clear the check box if you do not want to impose users to
enter keywords at archive creation.

Keywords List of the current keywords associated with the archive folder.
Click + to add new keywords. Click - to delete keywords.

Cartridges.
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Parameter Description

Data format
written on
cartridges

Enables you to select the archiving format. These are the available
archiving formats:

• none (unprocessed writing of data)
• tar
• cpio
• sidf
• TiNa, which is a Tina specific format enabling data compression

and encoding.

Note: The tar and cpio formats are only available for standard
archive folders. They are not allowed for folders of these types:
DB2, Oracle/Recovery MANager, Sybase, SAP/Backint, or
Exchange.

Compressed TiNa and sidf formats only. Enables to compress the archived data.

Encoded TiNa and sidf formats only. Enables to encode the archived data.

Media Pool.

Media Pool Specify the media pool onto which the data will be archived. The
media pool must have been previously created in the Web
Administration.

Access.

Owner Name Name of the archive folder owner. By default, name of the connected
user.

Group Name Name of the Group to which the owner of the archive folder belongs.
By default, group of the connected user.

Permissions Specifies the Read andWrite permissions for the Owner, the Group,
and the Other users.

5. In the Summary window, click Finish.
The newly created archive folder displays in the list.

To create an archive folder from Restore & Archive Manager

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Archiving   Folders   New.
The Platform Selection window opens.

2. Select the platform to archive.
The New Archive Folder window opens.

3. Enter the name of the archive folder in the Folder Name field.
4. Select the Standard type in the Folder Type list.
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Note: The DB2, Oracle/Recovery MANager, SAP/Backint, Sybase, and Exchange
types are for application backup.
The DFM type is for the Tina Disk File Management product.

5. Set the Archive Folder Parameters.
6. Click OK.

New Archive Folder Window - Description
Use the Description tab to enter or get information on the archive folder.

This image illustrates the Description tab of the New Archive Folder window:

This table describes the Description tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Folder Name Name of the archive folder.

Folder Type Type of the archive folder. Select the Standard type to archive data.

The DB2, Oracle/Recovery MANager, SAP/Backint, Sybase, and Exchange
types are for application backup only. See the corresponding application
guides for details.

The DFM type is for the Tina Disk File Management product.

Folder
Content

Data type depending on the operating system: Unix, Windows, etc.

Text window Enables you to enter a description of the archive folder contents.
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Parameter Description

Contents -
Total Size

Total size of the objects contained in the archive folder.

Contents -
Number of
Objects

Number of objects (archives or archived files and directories) contained in the
archive folder.

Contents -
Compute

Click this button to display the total size of archived objects and the number of
archived objects. This may take a while depending on the volume of archived
data.

Protected
Contents -
Total Size

Volume of protected data, including all the archived versions for each object
contained in the archive folder. The volume is recalculated after each
archiving operation.

New Archive Folder Window - Keyword
Use the Keywords Tab to enter or select keywords. If keywords are meaningful, searching for a
specific archive folder becomes a much easier process.

This image illustrates the Keywords tab of the New Archive Folder window:

This table describes the Keywords tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Add Click to add a new keyword. You can either select a keyword or enter a new one
in the textbox located under the list, then click OK. This list includes all the
keywords for all the archives.
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Parameter Description

Remove Click to remove the selected keyword.

Keywords
(list)

List of the current keywords associated with the archive folder.

Keywords
are
Mandatory

Select the check box to specify if the archives contained in this folder must be
associated with at least one keyword. clear the check box if you do not want to
force users to enter keywords at archive creation.

New Archive Folder Window - Cartridges
Use the Cartridges Tab to specify the archiving format and get the list of cartridges.

This image illustrates the Cartridges tab of the New Archive Folder window:

This table describes the Cartridges tab parameters:
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Parameter Description

Format Select the archiving format from the drop down list:

• none (unprocessed writing of data)
• tar
• cpio
• sidf
• TiNa, which is a Tina specific format enabling data compression and

encoding.

Note: The tar and cpio formats are only available for standard archive
folders. They are not allowed for folders of type DB2, Oracle/Recovery
MANager, Sybase, SAP/Backint, or Exchange.

Compressed TiNa and sidf formats only. Select this check box to compress the archived
data.

Encoded TiNa and sidf formats only. Select this check box to encode the archived
data.

Cartridges List of the cartridges onto which data has been archived for this particular
archive folder.

Note: The Cartridges list is empty if no archiving has ever been
performed for this particular archive folder.

New Archive Folder Window - Media Pool
Use the Media Pools tab to specify the media pool onto which the data will be archived. The
media pool must have been previously created in the Web Administration. See Tina
Administration Documentation for details.

This image illustrates the Media Pools tab of the New Archive Folder window:
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This table describes the Media Pools tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Main Click to select the media pool on which the data will be archived.

Multiple Writing
Pools - Add

Click to add multiple writing media pools to create several copies of the
archive folder.

Multiple Writing
Pools - Remove

Click to remove the selected media pool from the list.

Media Pools (list) List of the multiple writing media pools associated with the archive
folder.

Note: To archive data on non-rewritable (WORM) medias, select a
media pool that is associated with a WORM drive.
See Tina Administration Documentation for details on WORM
drives and medias.

New Archive Folder Window - Access
Use the Access tab to specify the owner of the archive folder and the read and write permissions.

This image illustrates the Access tab of the New Archive Folder window:
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This table describes the Access tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Owner Click to select the archive folder owner from the list of users. By default, name
of the connected user.

Group Click to select the group to which the owner of the archive folder belongs. By
default, group of the connected user.

Permissions Specifies the Read andWrite permissions for the Owner, the Group and the
Other users.

Expand to
Archives

Select this check box to assign the same access rights to the archives
contained in the archive folder. This check box will be enabled only if the user
modifies the folder access rights. Otherwise, it remains disabled.

Note: This parameter is grayed out when the archive folder does not
contain any archive.

New Archive Folder Window - Dates
Use the Dates tab to obtain date information about the archive folder. It cannot be edited.

This table describes the Dates tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Creation Archive folder creation date.
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Parameter Description

Last
Modification

Archive folder last modification date if any.

Last Restore Date of the last restore operation if the archive folder has already been
restored.

Last
Archiving

Date of the last archiving operation if data have already been archived in this
archive folder.

New Archive Folder Window - Processings
Use the Processings tab to specify archiving options and pre/post-processing commands.

This image illustrates the Processings tab of the New Archive Folder window:

This table describes the Processings tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Use Cache on
Server

Select this check box to archive data on media by transiting through the
Tina Server. Not using the cache on server reduces network traffic.

Archive in an
Empty Archive

Select this check box to force the user to archive data in an empty archive.
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Parameter Description

Unix.

Go through the
Symbolic Links

Select this check box to enable Tina to go through symbolic links, in order
to archive the target of the link rather than the link itself. The root user of
the machine performing the archiving must have the access rights to the
machine on which points have been mounted.

Note: To archive mapped network drives on Windows hosts, use the
NetDisk Application. See Tina Administration Documentation for
details.

Wait for End of
Writing on
Cartridges

Select this check box to specify that you want the "Archiving complete"
message to display only when data has actually been written on cartridges.

By default, if this option is not selected, the Archiving complete
message displays when data has been copied in the cache on the Tina
server.

This option is very useful when you want to delete archived files. You are
not likely to remove from the disk data that has not yet been written on
cartridges.

Note: If you do not use this option, ensure that files are actually copied
in the archive folder before removing them from the disk.

Remove Source
Files after
Archiving

Select this check box to automatically remove the source data from disk
once it has been archived (copied onto a media).

Tina deletes only files that can be deleted by the user who is archiving.

Operating system rights are thus maintained.

Note: If you select this option, the Wait for End of Writing on
Cartridges functionality is also automatically checked. This prevents
Tina from deleting data that are in the process of being written on
cartridges.
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Parameter Description

Specific
Attribute
Backup (ACLs,
FinderInfo)

Select this check box to back up specific attributes in the catalog for the
operating systems allowing it. This table summarizes the specific attribute
option according to the operating system. The optionalmention indicates
that you can check the Specific Attribute Backup option in the Processings
tab.

Operating System ACL Media
Archiving

ACL Catalog
Archiving

macOS, Linux,
Solaris

yes,
systematically

yes, optional

Other Unix no yes, optional (if OS
supports ACLs)

Windows yes,
systematically

yes, optional

Note: ACL Media archiving is only available for archive folders written
in sidf or TiNa formats.

Continue
Archiving if one
of the Multiple
Writing
Sessions Fails

Select this check box to cancel the archiving process only when all the
writing sessions fail. If only one multiple writing session fails, the archiving
process continues.

Commands -
Preprocessing

Enter the path of program or script to run before the archiving operation is
performed.

List of environment variables that you can use in a preprocessing script:

Variable Name Value

TINA_ARCH_FOLDER Name of the archive folder

TINA_EVT_JOB_INFO Job number

TINA_CATALOG Catalog name

TINA_HOME Tina installation directory
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Parameter Description

Commands -
Post-processing

Enter the path of program or script to run when the archiving operation is
complete.

macOS. - Unix.

echo"Begin archiving">=log.txt in the Preprocessing textbox
echo"End archiving">=log.txt in the Postprocessing textbox.

Windows.

/home/people/db/stop_database.sh in the Preprocessing textbox
/home/people/db/start_database.sh in the Postprocessing
textbox.

Note: The commands are run on the backed up client.

List of the environment variables that can be used in a postprocessing
script:

Variable Name Value

TINA_ARCH_FOLDER Name of the archive folder

TINA_EVT_JOB_INFO Job number

TINA_CATALOG Catalog name

TINA_HOME Tina installation directory

TINA_RETCODE 0 if backup was successful.

>0 if backup failed.

Job Priority Priority: Select the priority level of jobs associated with the archive folder
being created.

Note: A restore job always has priority over an archiving job,
regardless of the archive folder priority level.

Viewing Archive Folders
Viewing an archive folder enables you to examine its contents. You must meet these conditions
to view an archive folder:
• The host hosting the archive folder must have an operating system compatible with that on

which the archive folder was created.
For example, you cannot view an archive folder created on a Unix machine from Restore &
Archive Manager on aWindows machine.

• You must have access to the archive folder. See New Archive Folder Window - Access.

Note: You can only view the contents of an archive folder from Restore & Archive Manager.
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To view an archive folder from Restore & Archive Manager

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Archiving   View.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens.

2. Select the archive folder you want to view and click OK.
The archive folder is displayed in the file tree.

3. Double-click the archive folder to view its archives.
4. Select Backup   View if you want to move to the Present mode and view your host file tree.

This image illustrates your host file tree in the Past:

In this example, the archive folder G&A is displayed in the file tree. It contains three archives:
Accounting, Control, and Payroll.
The name of the displayed archive folder displays to the right of the icon representing an
archive folder in the Information area.

The principles for space and time navigation through the file tree are the same as for standard
files and directories. With a few clicks, you can view the archive folder contents, select files to
restore, choose a viewing date in the Past, etc.

Note: Time Navigation only applies to archived objects. Archive folders and archives display
in the file tree whatever the viewing date.

Editing Archive Folders
Editing an archive folder enables you to get information about its settings and modify them if
needed: archiving format, name, description, keywords, names of the owner and his group,
access permissions, special options and media pools.

Note: Restore & Archive Manager cannot open or edit an open archive folder. Select
Backup   View to close the archive folder before editing it.

To edit an archive folder

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Archiving   Folders   Properties.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens. Select the archive folder to edit and click OK.
Or
In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer. Expand the Data
Management node, and click Archive Folders.
The Archive Folders pane opens.
Select an archive folder and click Archive Folder Details. Select a host and click Apply and
Close.
The Archive Folder Properties window opens.

2. Modify the archive folder parameters.
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See New Archive Folder Window - Description.
3. Click OK to validate the operation.

Deleting Archive Folders
Deleting an archive folder removes the archive folder from the Tina application. All data archived
in the archive folder is lost and users can no longer access it.

Note: The Restore & Archive Manager cannot delete an open archive folder. Select Backup 
 View to close the archive folder before deleting it.

To delete an archive folder from the Restore & Archive Manager

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Archiving   Folders   Delete.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens, displaying the names and descriptions of all
the existing archive folders.

2. Select the archive folder to edit and click OK.
The Delete Archive Folder opens, displaying the archive folder settings for information only.

3. Click Delete to delete the archive folder.

To delete an archive folder from the Web Administration

1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Expand the Data Management node, and click Archive Folders.

The Archive Folders pane opens.
3. Select an archive folder and click Delete Archive Folder.

Note: The time required to delete a folder depends on the amount of files archived in that
folder.

Exporting the List of Archive Folders
You can export the list of archive folders to a file in CSV or PDF format. This feature is only
available from the Web Administration.

To export the list of archive folders

1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the TinaExplorer.
2. Expand the Data Management node, and click Archive Folders.

The Archive Folders pane opens.
3. Select one or several archive folder and click Export Archive Folder.

The Export List window displays.
4. Configure the appropriate export parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set in the Export List window:

Parameter Description

Export Enables you to export the entire list or only the selected lines.
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Parameter Description

Format Enables you to select the format of the export file (i.e, CSV or PDF).

End of line CSV format only. Enables you to select the end of line format:

• Windows (CRLF)
• Linux (LF)
• Classic macOS (CR)

Field
Separator

CSV format only. Enables you to select the field separator, either , or | or
;.

Escape
character

CSV format only. Enables you to select the character to use to delimit a
field value if it contains a field separator character; either “ or ‘.

Select the Always Add Escape Character check box if you want to delimit
each field value with the escape character.

5. Click Apply and Close.
A file is created in the selected format and you can save it in the location of your choice.

Managing Archive Folders in Command Line
You can manage archive folders on the command line through the tina_archive_control
command.

See the Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation for details.

Managing Archives
All operations concerning archives require choosing an archive folder first: you must be within the
archive folder (choosing Archiving   View) to be able to manage its archives. See Viewing
Archive Folders.

You can perform these operations on archives:
• Creating Archives.
• Viewing Archives.
• Editing Archives.
• Deleting Archives.
• Managing Archives in Command Line.

Creating Archives
You can either create archives as you are archiving data, or prepare them ahead of time.

To create an archive, you need writing permission on the parent archive folder or archive. The
archive name and path must be specified at creation but can be modified later on. Other archive
information can be defined at the time of creation or at a later date.
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To create an archive

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Archiving   View to view the archive folder into which
you want to create an archive.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens, displaying the names and types of all the
existing archive folders.

2. Select the archive folder you want to create an archive into and click OK.
The archive folder is displayed in the file tree.

3. Select Archiving   Archives   New.
The New Archive window opens.
This image illustrates the New Archive window:

4. Click Browse (...) on the right of the Archive Path textbox to choose the archive path.
Or
Enter the archive path manually using the POSIX syntax.

Note: You cannot create archives in an archive which already contains archived
directories and/or files.

5. Enter the archive name in the Archive Name textbox (e.g., Administration).
6. Set the archive parameters.
7. Click OK to validate the archive creation.

New Archive Window - Description
Use the Description tab to enter or get information on the archive.

This table describes the Description tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Text window Enables you to enter a description of the archive contents.

Contents - Total Size Total size of the objects contained in the archive folder.
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Parameter Description

Contents - Number of
Objects

Number of objects (archives or archived files and directories)
contained in the archive.

New Archive Window - Keywords
Use the Keywords tab to associate keywords with the archive.

This table describes the Keywords tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Add Click to add a new keyword. The list of the keywords defined for the parent
archive folder displays.

Remove Click to remove the selected keyword.

Keywords
(list)

List of the current keywords associated with the archive folder.

Note: If you have not defined any keywords for the parent archive folder,
the Keyword tab is grayed out for the archive.

New Archive Window - Access
Use the Access tab to specify the owner of the archive and the read and write permissions.

This table describes the Access tab parameters:

Parameter Description

Owner Click to select the archive owner from the user list. By default, name of the
connected user.

Group Click to select the group to which the owner of the archive belongs.
By default, name of the group of the connected user.

Permissions Specifies the Read andWrite permissions for the Owner, the Group and the
Other users.

New Archive Window - Dates
Use the Dates tab to obtain information on the archive folder date. It cannot be edited.

This table describes the Dates tab parameters:
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Dates Tab
Parameters Description

Creation Archive creation date.

Note: The Creation field is empty if you are in the process of
creating an archive.

Last Modification Archive last modification date, if any.

Last Restore Date of the last restore operation if the archive has already been
restored.

Last Archiving Date of the last archiving operation if data have already been archived in
this archive.

Viewing Archives
Viewing an archive enables you to examine its content.

Note: You can only view archives to which you have access.

To view an archive

1. Select Archiving   View.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens and displays the names and types of all the
existing archive folders.

2. Select the archive folder you want to view and click OK.
The archive folder is displayed in the file tree.

3. Double-click the archive folder to view the selected archive, then on the archive to view the
archived directories and files.
This image illustrates the archived directories and files in the Past:

In this example, the G&A archive folder contains three archives : Accounting, Control, and
Payroll. The Payroll archive contains the archived files: 2005_nov, 2005_dec, etc.

Principles for space and time navigation through the file tree are always the same. With a couple
of clicks, you can view the archive contents, select the files to restore, choose a viewing date in
the Past, etc.
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See Tina Restore Documentation for details.

Note: If you want to go back to the Present mode and view your host file tree, select Backup 
 View.

Editing Archives
Editing an archive enables you to consult or modify its settings: path, name, description,
keywords, names of the owner and his group and access permissions.

To edit an archive

1. Select the archive to edit in the file tree.
2. Select Archiving   Archives   Properties.

The New Archive window opens.
3. Modify the archive parameters as needed.

See New Archive Window - Description. The non-changeable settings are grayed out.
4. Click OK to validate the operation.

Note: Changing the archive path enables to move the archive.

Deleting Archives
Deleting an archive removes the archive from the archive folder. All archived data is lost and
users can no longer access it.

To delete an archive

1. Select the archive to delete from the file tree.
2. Select Archiving   Archives   Delete.

The Delete Archive window is displayed. The archive parameters are displayed for
information only.

3. Click Delete to delete the archive.

Note: The time required to delete an archive depends on the amount of files in the archive.

Managing Archives in Command Line
You can also manage archives on the command line through the tina_archive_control
command.

See the Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation.

Archiving Objects Search
The search feature enables you to search for archiving objects, combining several criteria. Once
the object found, Restore & Archive Managercan display it in order to restore it. You can search
for these types of objects:
• Archive folders.
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• Archives.
• Archived files or directories.

For details, see these topics:
• Searching Archiving Objects.
• Search Archiving Objects Window.

Searching Archiving Objects
To search for an archiving object

1. Select Archiving   Find.
The Search Archiving Objects window opens.
This image illustrates the Search Archiving Objects window:

2. In the Search Criteria area, define the search parameters. See Search Archiving Objects
Window.

3. Click Search.
The Objects Found area displays all the objects matching the criteria.

Note: The path displayed in the Objects Found area, is the path of the object within the
Archive folder. If the path is: /, the object found is the archive folder itself.

4. Once you have identified the object that you are searching, select it and click Synchronize.
The archiving file tree is updated, showing the object you synchronized on. If the file is
located on a platform other than the one you are logged onto, you will be asked to provide
the platform name and password.
You can then manipulate the object as needed.

Search Archiving Objects Window
The Search Archiving Objects window enables you to rapidly locate archive folders, archives,
and archived directories or files, combining several criteria.

This table describes the Search Archiving Objects window parameters:
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Parameter Description

Archive
Folder

Click Add and/or Remove to establish the list of the archive folders in which
you want the search to take place.

Max number
of Results

Enter the number of items to display in the Object Found list or use the up and
down arrow to select a value (e.g., if you specify 20, the search stops after
20 objects are found). You may have up to 999 items displayed.

Owner Click Owner to choose the owner of the archive folder or archive.

Group Click Group to choose the group of the archive folder or archive owner.

Description Enter a word or series of words contained in the archive description.

Note: The Description field is case-sensitive: ensure that the words you
enter match the lower/upper-case spelling.

Min Year Enter the minimum year when the archive folder was created.

Max Year Enter the maximum year when the archive folder was created.

Object Name Enter the name of the searched archived file/directory or a search pattern if
the exact name is unknown. You can use the special characters described in
Tina Restore Documentation.

Keywords Click Add and/or Remove to associate keywords with the searched archive
folder/archive.

Search Click to launch the search, once the search criteria are specified.

Objects
Found Area

View the list of objects matching the search criteria.

Synchronize Click to synchronize the file tree on the object selected in the Objects Found
area. If the file is located on a platform other than the one you are logged
onto, you will be asked to provide the platform name and password.
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CHAPTER2-Archiving Data
Once you have built the overall archiving structure by creating archive folders and archives, you
are ready to archive files and directories.

This topic deals with some archiving principles. It describes the archiving procedure and
operations that can be performed once the archiving is complete.

For details, see these topics:
• About Archiving.
• Archiving Operations.
• Post-Archiving Operations.

About Archiving
Archiving consists in copying directories and files in the archives of an archive folder.

Archived directories and files are added to archives in a tree structure. They can be restored on
the disk later on any compatible host. See Compatibility for details.

You can archive different versions of a directory or file several times in the same archive (e.g., to
archive the last version of a file after a final modification). You can restore any of them later.

You can apply the Time Navigation feature to an archive folder. From Restore & Archive
Manager, you can choose a viewing date in the Past and view your archive folder contents on this
date. The Time navigation period is then infinite.

Archiving Operations
You can use two methods to perform any of these archiving operations:
• Archiving Data Into an Existing Archive.
• Archiving Data Into a New Archive.
• Secured Archiving.
• Command Line Archiving.

However, it is essential that you first figure out the overall archiving tree structure before actually
archiving data.

Archiving Data Into an Existing Archive
To archive data into an existing archive

1. Select Backup   View to view your host file tree.
2. Check the boxes in front of the directories and files you want to archive.
3. Select Archiving   Archive   Incremental.
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The selected objects are archived in an incremental way (i.e., they are archived in the target
archive only if they have been modified since they were last archived, or if they have never
been archived).
Or
Select Archiving   Archive   Full.
All the selected objects are archived regardless of previous archiving.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens, displaying the names and descriptions of all
the existing archive folders.

4. Select the archive folder into which you want to archive your data and click OK.
The Select Archive window opens. It specifies the volume in bytes of the data to archive.

5. Select the Into an already existing archive check box and click OK.
The Archive window opens.

6. Click Browse (...) to select the archive into which you want to archive your data and click
OK.
A dialog box indicates the archiving progression. The message Archiving complete
displays when the operation is completed.

7. Select Archiving   View if you want to view the data archived in the archive folder.

Archiving Data Into a New Archive
To archive data into a new archive

1. Select Backup   View to view your host file tree.
2. Check the boxes in front of the directories and files you want to archive.
3. Select Archiving   Archive   Incremental.

The selected objects are archived in an incremental way (i.e., they are archived in the target
archive only if they have been modified since they were last archived, or if they have never
been archived).
Or
Select Archiving   Archive   Full.
All the selected objects are archived regardless of previous archiving.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens, displaying the names and descriptions of all
the existing archive folders.

4. Select the archive folder into which you want to archive your data and click OK.
The Select Archive window opens. It specifies the volume in bytes of the data to archive.

5. Check the Into a new archive box and click OK.
The New Archive window opens.

6. Create an archive as described in To create an archive, and click OK.
A dialog box indicates the archiving progression. The message Archiving complete
displays when the operation is completed.

7. Select Archiving   View if you want to view the data archived in the archive folder.

Secured Archiving
You can configure Tina so that the data is encrypted on the agent before the archiving operation
is launched. This ensures that archived data is safely stored on the media, and that only
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authorized users can restore it.

Note: To perform secured archiving, some certificates and security rules must have been
created in Security & Compliance. See the Atempo-Tina Security & Compliance
Documentation.

To configure secured archiving

1. Select Backup   View to view your host file tree.
2. Select the directory that you want to archive and select Backup   Backup Selection   New.

The Define Backup Selection window opens.
3. Set the security parameters.

This table describes the Define Backup Selection window tabs on which you can set the
security parameters:

Tab Description

Filters If you do not want to archive all the objects within the selected directory, set
the filters so as to exclude them from archiving.

Format Select the archiving format. For secured archiving on compliant hosts, only
TiNa and SIDF formats are supported.

If you choose a different format, a message displays when you run the
archiving, informing you that: "In order to be able to ensure encryption and
decryption of data on media, the cartridge format has been changed to either
TiNa or SIDF. Other formats do not offer compliance support".

However, the other formats display in the drop-down list because you may
want to run the archiving on non-compliant as well as compliant hosts. The
format is forced to TiNa or SIDF only on the hosts that have compliance.

If the TiNa or SIDF format is selected, you can choose to compress the data
by checking the Compressed box.

Note: You must imperatively set the secured archiving format when
defining the backup selection, even if you already defined it at archive
folder level.

Security Click Rule and choose the security rule to associate with the archived data.
Also select the Archiving check box.

Note: The Strategies check boxes and the parameters in the Time Phases tab only
concern backup definition. They are useless for archiving.

See Tina Administration Documentation for details.
4. Click OK.

A green ball displays on the directory.
5. Archive the data as described in Archiving Operations.

If there is a backup selection associated with one of the parent directories, Tina applies the
security rule to the archived data.
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Command Line Archiving
You can also archive data through the tina_archive command.

For more information on the tina_archive command, see the Atempo-Tina Command Line
Interface Documentation.

Post-Archiving Operations
Once archiving is complete, you can perform these operations:
• Deleting Source Files and Directories.
• Managing Archived Files and Directories.

Deleting Source Files and Directories
Once archiving is complete, you can delete the archived data to free space on your disk. If you
selected the Remove Source Files after Archiving option when you created the folder, Tina
automatically deletes the archived files and directories.

Note: If you did not select the Wait for End of Writing on Cartridges option, the message
Archiving completemeans that all your files have been transferred to the Tina server. All
data has not been recorded on the storage device yet. Before removing your files from the
disk, ensure that they are actually present in the archive folder. Only the files that have
actually been correctly written on the media can be viewed in an archive folder.

Managing Archived Files and Directories
Once archived, directories and files display in their archive folder in Restore & Archive Manager.
They are available for any user having reading access to the archive folder, to its archives, and to
the archived files. You can perform these operations on archived objects:
• To rename an archived object.
• To delete an archived object.

This operation deletes the selected objects from the Tina catalog, but not from the Storage
media.

• To restore archives or archived objects back on disk. See Restoring Archived Data .

To rename an archived object

1. Select from the file tree the object to rename.

2. Select Archiving   Objects   Rename.

The Edit Object window opens.

3. Modify the name as needed.

4. Click OK to validate the operation.
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To delete an archived object

1. Select the directory or file to delete in the file tree.

2. Select Archiving   Objects   Delete.

The Delete Object window is grayed out to confirm that the object is going to be deleted.

3. Click OK to delete the selected object.
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CHAPTER3-Restoring Archived Data
Once you archived your data, you can restore it at any time (i.e., you can make a copy of the
archive on a host).

The operation consists of reading the contents of the storage media associated with the selected
archive, then copying the contents into the destination directory you specify (i.e., other than the
original directory).

Note: You cannot restore an archive containing other archives. For example, you cannot
restore the root (/) archive if it contains archives.

For details, see these topics:
• Compatibility.
• Preliminary Steps.
• Restoring Archives or Archived Objects.

Compatibility
You can restore archives and archived objects:
• To any compatible host.
• From aWindows host to a Unix host and from a Unix host to a Windows host. These

restrictions apply:
– Only file system archives can be restored.
– File attributes are not restored, except dates.
– The restore of data archived in the TiNa format is not supported.

Note: The syntax of the destination directory path to be specified depends on the operating
system onto which data is restored.

Preliminary Steps
Prior to actually restoring archived objects, you must go through these preliminary steps:
1. Search the objects to be restored and display them in the archiving file tree.

You can either do it manually or use the search tool.
See Displaying the Objects to Restore

2. Select the proper version of the objects to be restored through the Time Navigation feature.
This step is only required when restoring a directory or file that has been archived several
times in the same archive.
See Selecting a Specific Version of an Archiving Object and Tina Restore Documentation.

Note: Atempo recommends that you use the restore test feature on a regular basis to
simulate a restore operation in your production environment. This ensures that a real restore
operation will be successful, should an incident occur.
See Tina Restore Documentation.
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Displaying the Objects to Restore
This diagram represents the two possible scenarios for searching and displaying the archived
objects to restore:

Use the procedure that most suits your needs.

To display the archived objects manually

1. Select Archiving   View.
The Archive Folder Selection window opens, displaying the names and descriptions of all
the existing archive folders.

2. Select the archive folder you want to view and click OK.
The archive folder is displayed in the file tree.

Note: If you are granted sufficient rights, you can view archive folders that have not
been created on your host.

3. Browse the archive folder by double-clicking the archive folder and archives until you find
the archive or archived object that you want to restore.

To display the archived objects using the search tool

1. Select Archiving   Find.
The Search Archiving Objects window opens.

2. In the Search Criteria area, define your search parameters. See Search Archiving Objects
Window.

3. Click Search.
All the objects matching the criteria display in the Objects Found area.

4. Select the archive or the archived object that you want to restore and click Synchronize.
The archiving file tree displays the object.
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Selecting a Specific Version of an Archiving Object
This diagram represents the two possible scenarios for selecting a specific version of the objects
to be restored:

Use the procedure that most suits your need. The Tina Restore Documentation describes at
length the scenarios.

To select the archiving object from a date

l Choose the date and time when the object was archived in the Time Navigation area on
the left of Restore & Archive Manager.

The archiving file tree is now displayed on the date you specified. The archived object is
ready to be restored.

To select the archiving object from a version

1. Right click the object to be restored and select Versions.
The Versions in Time window opens, listing all the existing archived versions of the object.

2. Select the version to be restored and click Synchronize.
The archiving file tree is now displayed on the date of the version you synchronized with.
The archived object is ready to be restored.

Restoring Archives or Archived Objects
Once the archiving file tree displays the objects that you want to restore, you can start the actual
restore process.

To restore archives or archived objects

1. Check the box on the left of the archives or archived objects that you want to restore.
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2. Select Restore   Run.
The Restore window opens.

3. Specify the destination directory by clicking Browse (...).
4. Define the restore parameters.

For more information on the Restore parameters, see the Tina Restore Documentation.
5. Click OK to validate the operation.

The Restore Information window opens and you can view the restore progress and
corresponding events.
If the data to be restored was encrypted and secured during archiving, the certificate
password must be provided. Without the correct password, secured data cannot be
restored.
See Tina Restore Documentation.

You can cancel the operation at any time but the files that have already been restored remain on
the disk.

The message Restore complete is displayed when the operation is completed. You can now
access the restored data on your host.

Note: The percentage of the progression bar corresponds to the volume of data restored.
The progression will be less than 100% if access right problems occurred during the
operation.

Command Line Restore
You can also restore archived data through the tina_alpha or tina_restore commands.

See the Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation.
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CHAPTER4-EMC Centera
EMC Centera is a disk-based Content Addressed Storage (CAS) mainly aiming at archiving fixed
contents. Each backup or archiving session on the Centera is given a unique identifier called a
Content Address (CA). The Content Address is stored in the Tina catalog and used at a later
stage to access and restore the backed up or archived data.

For details, see these topics:
• Configuration.
• Media Information Window.
• Backup and Restore.

Configuration
Performing backups on the Centera requires that you create a new Centera drive in the Web
Administration.

To create a new Centera drive

1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage   Drives.

The Drives pane opens.
3. Click New Drive (+).

The Drive Creation Wizard opens.
4. Set the appropritate parameters.

This table describes the parameters that you can set to create a new Centera drive:

Parameter Description

General Drive Information page.

Drive Name Enter the name of the Centera drive.

Drive Type Select EMC   Centera.

Media Size Enter the size of a cartridge on the Centera. Enter 0 for the cartridge
size to be based on the size of a tape file. This enables to comply with
the retention policy of the Centera.

Note: As the backed up files are never split, be aware that the
real cartridge size on the Centera is likely to be slightly higher
than the size you specified at drive creation.

Drive Network page.
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Parameter Description

Define a new
Storage Area
Network (SAN)

Select this option to create a network.

Enter the name
of the new SAN

Enter a name for the network.

Drive connection selection page.

Device Links Click Plus (+) to associate a host:

• Host. Select the Tina server or storage node to which the Centera
will be connected.

Note: Do not choose a host acting as an NDMP Tape Server.
Such configuration is not supported with a Centera drive.

• Device Descriptor. Enter the IP address of the Centera. If the
Centera has several nodes, you can enter several IP addresses
separated by commas.

Note: If you add more than one host, the device descriptor of the
additional hosts will be automatically forced to the IP address(es)
provided for the first host.

• Status. Select Enabled from the drop down list if you want to
enable the connection.

• TiNa Protocol. Leave this option selected.

5. Click OK.

Media Information Window
The Media Information window displays the Centera Content Addresses and IP addresses.

To view the Centera Content Address

1. In Web Administration, select Backup Destinations   Media Pools.
2. Select the media pool associated with the Centera drive.
3. Click Pool/Cartridge Details.

The Pool Details window opens.
4. Expand the Media area.

The Location column displays the Content Address and IP address.

Backup and Restore
Data Backup and restore operations are performed as on a standard drive.
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For details on backups, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

For details on restores, see the Tina Restore Documentation.

Note: The Tina tina_cart command does not enable to retrieve data from cartridges on
the Centera.
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